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Gary Saves The Multiverse Episode 1
Legendary writer Peter David (The Incredible Hulk, X-Factor) teams up with fanfavorite artists Leonard Kirk (JSA, Fantastic Four) and Robin Riggs (BIRDS OF
PREY, GREEN ARROW) in SUPERGIRL: BOOK THREE, featuring classic
Supergirl stories! Linda Danvers is finally hitting her stride as Supergirl. Linda
was hurtled into the world of crime-fighting when she was rescued from near
death by fusing with Matrix, a protoplasmic version of Supergirl. She is getting
better at balancing her old identity, including her relationships with friends and
family, with her role as Leesburg’s guardian angel. Just as Supergirl begins to
gain confidence, the arrival of an intriguing new superhero named Comet rocks
her world. Who is Comet? Where did he come from, and how did he end up in
their quiet small town? Why is a mysterious villain named Fracture chasing him?
Can Supergirl discover Comet’s true identity and figure out the reason he’s on
the run? Find out in SUPERGIRL BOOK THREE. Collects SUPERGIRL #21-31,
SUPERGIRL #1,000,000 and RESURRECTION MAN #16-17.
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when
he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to ask questions about
himself, his parents and his family that he has never asked before.
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For use in schools and libraries only. Chronicles the events that led to Bruce
Wayne's becoming Batman and his first year fighting crime.
Annotated bibliography of the Arthurian legend in modern English-language
fiction, not only in literary texts, but in television, music, and art.
Four men who reunite every year during hunting season in the woods of Maine,
encounter a disoriented, incoherent stranger who drags the men into a terrifying
struggle with a creature from another world, and their only chance for survival lies
in their shared past.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the final book of his astonishing career,
Carl Sagan brilliantly examines the burning questions of our lives, our world, and
the universe around us. These luminous, entertaining essays travel both the
vastness of the cosmos and the intimacy of the human mind, posing such
fascinating questions as how did the universe originate and how will it end, and
how can we meld science and compassion to meet the challenges of the coming
century? Here, too, is a rare, private glimpse of Sagan’s thoughts about love,
death, and God as he struggled with fatal disease. Ever forward-looking and
vibrant with the sparkle of his unquenchable curiosity, Billions & Billions is a
testament to one of the great scientific minds of our day. Praise for Billions &
Billions “[Sagan’s] writing brims with optimism, clarity and compassion.”—Ft.
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Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel “Sagan used the spotlight of his fame to illuminate the
abyss into which stupidity, greed, and the lust for power may yet dump us. All of
those interests and causes are handsomely represented in Billions &
Billions.”—The Washington Post Book World “Astronomer Carl Sagan didn’t live
to see the millennium, but he probably has done more than any other popular
scientist to prepare us for its arrival.”—Atlanta Journal & Constitution “Billions &
Billions can be interpreted as the Silent Spring for the current generation. . . .
Human history includes a number of leaders with great minds who gave us
theories about our universe and origins that ran contrary to religious dogma.
Galileo determined that the Earth revolved around the Sun, not the other way
around. Darwin challenged Creationism with his Evolution of Species. And now,
Sagan has given the world its latest challenge: Billions & Billions.”—San Antonio
Express-News “[Sagan’s] inspiration and boundless curiosity live on in the gift of
his work.”—Seattle Times & Post-Intelligencer “Couldn’t stay awake in your high
school science classes? This book can help fill in the holes. Acclaimed scientist
Carl Sagan combines his logic and knowledge with wit and humor to make a
potentially dry subject enjoyable to read.”—The Dallas Morning News
Presents a collection of Star Trek comic books grouped together by such
categories as writers or characters, including Peter David, The Borg, and Gary
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Seven.
A police officer in limbo goes on a cross-country search for his soul, but
encounters some mighty obstacles along the way.
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC
history! Presented by master storytellers Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the
Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter its greatest
threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the
past, present, and future will leave ramifications on our heroes' lives forever. NOTHING
EVER REALLY ENDS... The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in
Doomsday Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank, the critically acclaimed team
behind Shazam!: Origins and Batman: Earth One. Seven years after the events of
Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive,
he has come up with a new plan to redeem himself in the eyes of the world. The first
step? Finding Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the never-before-seen
Mime and Marionette, he follows Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which is on the
brink of collapse as international tensions push the "Doomsday Clock" ever closer to
midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's doing? Spinning out of Watchmen, DC Universe:
Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Doomsday Clock rewrites the past,
present, and future of the DC Universe and it all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock
#1-12.
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The Legends of Tomorrow enter the fray in this epic conclusion to the Crossover Crisis
trilogy The Flash and his friends have defeated Anti-Matter Man, but the race to save
the multiverse is far from over. As a threat looms large at the end of Time itself, Barry,
his Kryptonian allies, and the Green Arrow seek help from the leading experts on time
travel, the Legends of Tomorrow. Meanwhile, Cisco has been taken by a mysterious
figure—and Owlman’s plans for Madame Xanadu come to a thrilling head. Picking right
up where Supergirl’s Sacrifice left off, this action-packed adventure brings the
Crossover Crisis to a dramatic conclusion beyond the end of the universe.
Universal HumanCreating Authentic Power and the New ConsciousnessSimon and
Schuster
You’ve seen the hit TV show on The CW, but those episodes are only part of the story!
Barry’s adventures continue in THE FLASH: SEASON ZERO, chronicling even more of
the early adventures of the Flash and the crew at S.T.A.R. Labs. As Barry, Cisco,
Caitlin and Dr. Wells study the scope of the Flash’s power, Barry must balance his
regular life with his new role as Central City’s newest hero! With stories by The Flash
executive producer Andrew Kreisberg and fellow writers behind the TV show, plus art
from Phil Hester (GREEN ARROW), Marcus To (RED ROBIN) and others, these stories
take you even deeper into the world of the hit series! This volume collects issues #1-24
of the digital series, including crossover appearances by Arrow’s Felicity Smoak and
the Suicide Squad!
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For fans of RICK AND MORTY and MEGA MAN! A new limitedseries filled with
mystery, murder, and mayhem from fan-favorite author TESSSTONE, set in the world
of Rick and Morty co-creator Justin Roiland's hitvideo game series Trover Saves the
Universe! Welcome to theICJ--Important Cosmic Jobs--where employees are ranked by
their boss,and at the end of each month, the worst employee literally gets the
ax.It's...not a great gig. But when ICJ's top eyehole monster winds updead, the
company's most inept (and rival) employees, Klover and Bo, arefalsely accused of his
murder and hunted by the Space Cops! Now they must cleartheir names and unravel a
conspiracy that reaches the very top...that is, ifthey don't kill each other first! Collects
TROVERSAVES THE UNIVERSE #1-5.
"As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter with its
greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets
of the past, present and future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives forever.
Something is amiss in the DC Universe. Following the events of DC Universe: Rebirth
and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Geoff Johns (Flashpoint, Justice League, DC
Universe: Rebirth) and Gary Frank (Batman: Earth One, Shazam!, DC Universe:
Rebirth) reunite to rewrite the past and future of the DC Universe in a story hailed as a
masterpiece! Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been
exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to
save his once-adoring world: find Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the
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deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in the DC Universe and finds it on the brink of
collapse. International tensions are running rampant with The Supermen Theory
implicating the U.S. government in creating superhumans to maintain global
dominance! But what is Dr. Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how is he related
to the events of DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button?"-"Crisis on Infinite Earths" leaps from The CW's "Arrowverse" to this new collection
starring fan-favorite character Felicity Smoak in a brand-new, Multiverse-spanning epic
as she tries to locate the keys to the Anti-Monitor's plan! Plus, Lex Luthor teams up with
a council of Luthors, but can they all play nicely to save the Multiverse?
When Gary Hampton is mauled and left for dead, his life takes a drastic turn! Gary is
cursed -when the moon is full he transforms into a beast of the night - a werewolf! This
curse will not be used for evil - witness the birth of the world's most unlikely new
superhero - The Astounding Wolf-Man!
Gary Karkofsky a.k.a Merciless the Supervillain without MercyTM is presently the most
disliked supervillain in the world. Superheroes don't want to just throw him in jail, they
want to deliver an epic beat down for ending their golden age by killing Merciful the
Superhero with MercyTM. His fellow supervillains aren't much better, either jealous of
his success or loathing him for all the other baddies he's killed. Also, what's up with his
wife Mandy? She's been acting extra-strange since getting her soul back (long story).
That's when Gary receives an invitation to the Primal Fighting Tournament—an
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interdimensional contest involving all the universe's greatest warriors. The prize? A
wish with no limitations. Gary can finally get on that world domination thing he's been
putting off. Unfortunately, Gary is competing against good and evil way above his
league. Not only Gabrielle Anders a.k.a Ultragoddess, his former fiancé, but Entropicus
the Space God of Evil. Thankfully, Gary has allies from unexpected sources including
Jane Doe, the protagonist of I was a Teenage Weredeer, G from Agent G, and Cassius
Mass from Lucifer's Star.
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves thrusts Gotham City into a state of
fear when they are mysteriously well-armed with military-grade weapons:
flamethrowers, grenade launchers, and even tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by
none other than former district attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives, Bruce
Wayne must find the truth by tapping his growing network of agents, including Alfred
Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon “Killer Croc” Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman.
Bruce is distracted by the seemingly impossible return of another figure believed dead:
his grandfather Adrian Arkham. He must also comfort his longtime friend, Gotham City
mayor Jessica Dent, who is scarred both physically and mentally from her experience
with the Riddler, which resulted in the gruesome death of her brother. But is Harvey
back, plotting revenge on a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman discovers the
truth behind these many mysteries, his entire world unravels...
"Rozalia is a Pathfinder, dedicated to exploring parallel Earths where mankind has
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been wiped out. As a survivor of one such world, she’s seen every kind of apocalypse
possible. All she and her fellow Pathfinders want is a new home—both for themselves
and for the organization that brought them together. Now, at last, they’ve found one: an
untrammeled Eden where humanity never even evolved. But just when it looks like their
work is finally over, the Pathfinders find themselves confronted by new threats.
Someone has been accessing an off-limits alternate in search of weapons that could
destroy them all; samples of their most advanced—and dangerous—technology have
been stolen from a research facility, and toxic rain is driving people crazy—which means
she might be going crazy too. Either that, or they really are being invaded from another
dimension. The Pathfinders have no choice but to come together one last time and
journey across Earths left lifeless by rogue singularities or littered with ancient and
perilous ruins. If they don’t, an entire world dies...and millions with it."--Provided by
publisher.
The highly original satire about Oedipa Maas, a woman who finds herself enmeshed in
a worldwide conspiracy, meets some extremely interesting characters and attains a not
inconsiderable amount of self-knowledge.
Catch up with the super adventures of Barry Allen, also known as the Flash, in the third
book of this middle-grade series. Featuring adventures not seen on TV, Barry continues
his mission to protect Central City from sinister plots. The book builds upon the world of
the popular TV show in a new medium by author Barry Lyga. Fans won’t want to miss
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the exciting conclusion to the series!
It’s the crossover event fans have been waiting for, as The Flash joins forces with
Green Arrow! When the Green Arrow needs help tracking down a sinister bomber in
Star City, speedster Barry Allen is out the door in a flash. But as The Flash saves the
day with his friends on Team Arrow, a huge dimensional rift appears over his hometown
of Central City—and thousands of refugees with superspeed come pouring out. Can the
combined skills of Team Arrow and The Flash’s friends at S.T.A.R. Labs manage the
chaos long enough to stop the rift from tearing their universe apart? This exciting first
installment in the new crossover trilogy promises to be one of the most action-packed
reads of the season. Supergirl, Superman, and the heroes from DC’s Legends of
Tomorrow will be joining in on the fun in books two and three of this can’t-miss trilogy.
The next phase of the DC Universe begins here! Dark Nights: Death Metal presented
the darkest threats of the Multiverse. DC Future State revealed what may lie ahead.
Now it's time to look into the Infinite Frontier of the present-day DC Universe. When our
heroes saved the Multiverse from Perpetua in DARK NIGHTS: DEATH METAL,
everything was put back where it belonged...and we do mean everything. All the
damage from all the Crises were undone, and heroes long thought gone returned from
whatever exile they had been in. Most of them, at least. Alan Scott, the Green Lantern
from the Justice Society of America, has noticed some of his allies are still missing in
action, and he's determined to find them. There are others, though, who would rather
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remain hidden than explain themselves, like Roy Harper, a.k.a. Arsenal, a man who
should be dead but is not. Plus, what does all this mean for the DCU's place in the
Multiverse? On opposite sides of a dimensional divide, both Barry Allen and President
Superman ponder this question. Not to mention the Darkseid of it all! Or a team of
Multiversal heroes called Justice Incarnate! Includes INFINITE FRONTIER #0-6 and
INFINITE FRONTIER: SECRET FILES #1 written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON (The
Flash) with striking art by XERMANICO, JESUS MERINO, PAUL PELLETIER, and
more!
The final storyline of Astounding Wolf-Man begins here as Gary Hampton, The
Astounding Wolf-Man, learns the secrets behind his origins and the dark future it hints
to for him, his family, and those who wish to destroy him. The Walking Dead and
Invincible writer Robert Kirkman combines his beloved mastery of superheroes and
horror into one gut-wrenching adventure.

This is it! The final showdown between Dr. Manhattan and Superman shakes up
the DC Universe to its very core! But can even the Man of Steel walk out from the
shadow of Manhattan?
Fifteen-year-old orphan Billy Batson has been selected to wield ancient powers,
but these same powers are sought by the villainous Black Adam, and he will do
anything to obtain them. Reprint.
'Family Guy' includes material from virtually every instalment since the show's
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inception plub teaser material from the seasons to follow. It will also feature
inside jokes, subtle things you might have missed, the most memorable moments
and commentary from the show's creator, animators, and voice-over artists.
A spirited, history-rich narrative on the art and science of alcohol discusses
everything from fermentation and distillation to traditions and the effects of
alcohol on the body and brain. 25,000 first printing.
Graphic Novel. Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, the Flash,
Supergirl and a host of other heroes and villains must face an enemy that
threatens all reality! Intergalactic battles at the farthest reaches of space; the
dissolution of the Justice League; relentless assaults on Earth's superhumans by
Brother Eye's OMAC warriors; the Spectre's crazed mission to destroy all magic.
Who is behind these events, and why? The answers are guaranteed to amaze
you!This pulse-pounding story is written by fan-favourite writer Geoff Johns, and
features the art of Phil Jiminez (New X-Men), in an unmissable collection that will
forever redefine what is it to be a hero!
Twelve-year-old Henry's grand adventures spell disaster for best chums Riley
and Reed, who always seems to land in a pile of "smelly goo."
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story
in DC history! Written by master storytellers Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the
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Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter with its
greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the
secrets of the past, present and future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives
forever. Something is amiss in the DC Universe. Following the events of DC
Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Geoff Johns (Flashpoint,
Justice League, DC Universe: Rebirth) and Gary Frank (Batman: Earth One,
Shazam!, DC Universe: Rebirth) reunite to rewrite the past and future of the DC
Universe in a story hailed as a masterpiece! Seven years after the events of
Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a
fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to save his once-adoring world: find Dr.
Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the deadly Mime and Marionette, he
arrives in the DC Universe and finds it on the brink of collapse. International
tensions are running rampant with The Supermen Theory implicating the U.S.
government in creating superhumans to maintain global dominance! But what is
Dr. Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how is he related to the events of
DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button? Collects Doomsday
Clock #1-6
“Save the cheerleader, save the world” are the defining words of Heroes, the
phenomenal series that has transformed television drama. They are also the
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cryptic marching orders for the show’s cross section of ordinary individuals
united by an extraordinary bond. Each possesses a superhuman ability, and
together they must prevent the course of history from taking a terrifying turn.
Now, in this original novel based on the TV phenomenon, in a thrilling story that
will captivate even those who haven’t seen the show, one of these unexpected
saviors steps center stage on a deeply personal quest that will test the limits of
his gift, the depth of his love, and the ultimate strength of his will. Hiro Nakamura
possesses the remarkable power to control time. And like his uniquely blessed
comrades, he’s on a mission for the good of humankind. But another challenge
awaits him: saving the love of his life from an unspeakable death. Charlene
“Charlie” Andrews is the big-hearted, small-town beauty whose sunny smile and
sweet soul knocked the shy Hiro head over heels. But when Charlie’s young life
is snuffed out by a grisly serial killer, their budding romance is brutally cut short.
Or is it? Thanks to his astounding newfound skill, Hiro has the means to do what
no tragedy-stricken lover in history ever could–turn back time. And no matter how
raw his abilities, or how many twists of circumstance conspire to foil him, he vows
to deliver Charlie from the evil poised to claim her. He will be her hero. But what
possible consequences might changing the past visit upon the future? How could
saving one cherished life affect millions of others? And what ultimate choice will
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Hiro make when the power of fate rests in his hands? From the Hardcover
edition.
One story ends and the next phase of the DC Multiverse begins. We have one
name for you: DARKSEID. Our heroes knew that someone had been pulling the
strings this entire time, but are they prepared for it to be the biggest bad of all?
As President Superman, Alan Scott, Roy Harper, and the rest converge for a
showdown, the secret of Omega Planet is revealed. Plus, Barry Allen is put on a
path he may never get off!
“This book is a wonderfully meticulous exploration into the He-Man and the
Masters of the Universe phenomenon! Brian C. Baer has done a fantastic
job!”—James Eatock, He-Man and She-Ra: A Complete Guide to the Classic
Animated Adventures; “How He-Man Mastered the Universe is an entertaining
and insightful look into the He-Man franchise and its effect on later media
franchises. Essential reading for anyone interested in reading about the evolution
of the modern media franchise.”--Jess Nevins, The Evolution of the Costumed
Avenger: The 4000-Year History of the Superhero; “Finally a comprehensive
history of one of the greatest (if not the greatest) action figure line in the history of
human civilization! Baer digs deep, and shows the influence of a hero who
became much more than 5 inches of plastic.”--Tim Seeley, The Art of He-Man
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and the Masters of the Universe and Revival; “With his entertaining and
informative look at the cultural significance of these ’80s action icons, Brian C.
Baer has written a book for gamers and scholars alike that’s as colorful and fun
as a classic cartoon.”—Telly Davidson, Culture War: How the ’90s Made Us Who
We Are Today (Whether We Like It or Not). Elaborate cinematic universes and
sophisticated marketing tie-ins are commonplace in entertainment today. It's easy
to forget that the transmedia trend began in 1982 with a barbarian action figure.
He-Man and the other characters in Mattel's popular Masters of the Universe toy
line quickly found their way into comic books, video games, multiple television
series and a Hollywood film. The original animated series (1983-1985) was the
first based on an action figure, and the cult classic Masters of the Universe
(1987) was the first toy-inspired live-action feature film. But it wasn't easy. HeMan faced adversaries more dangerous than Skeletor: entertainment lawyers,
Hollywood executives, even the Reagan administration. The heroes and villains
of Eternia did more than shape the childhoods of the toy-buying public--they
formed the modern entertainment landscape.
A New York Times Bestseller! When we left Clark Kent at the end of Smallville
Season 10, he had finally donned the iconic Superman suit and set out to defend
Earth from Apokolips. Picking up six months later, Smallville Season 11 explores
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Clark's understanding of the true power of his Superman identity, its effect on
those close to him and its ability to inspire the people of Earth. Smallville Season
11 features Clarke as well as fan-favorite characters including Oliver
Queen/Green Arrow, Chloe Sullivan-Queen, Lois Lane, Lex Luthor, and General
Lane.
Discover Captain Jean Luc Picard's first command aboard the Stargazer in this
Star Trek: The Next Generation novel. Ensign Andreas Nikolas, heartsick over
the loss of his Mirror Universe lover, has resigned his post on Jean-Luc Picard's
starship, the Stargazer, to seek a home on the freighter Iktoj'ni. All he wants of
his new life is a chance to forget his troubles. And that's what he gets—until the
Iktoj'ni is taken over by a monstrous alien with unbelievable powers and a disdain
for all forms of life. Without saying why, the alien sends the freighter hurtling
toward a part of space inhabited by the Ubarrak, the Federation's deadliest and
most xenophobic enemy. And Nikolas, who fears that the incident will start a war,
can't convince his captor to turn back. Picard's only hope of stopping the alien
menance is Serenity Santana—a woman who once abused his trust in the name
of her people's survival. Now she's back, asking for the captain's trust a second
time. Picard desperately needs Santana's help in his struggle to save his galaxy.
But will she justify his faith in her—or once again twist it to serve her own shadowy
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ends?
"The author of the legendary #1 New York Times bestseller The Seat of the Soul
shows us step-by-fascinating-step how to create a life of love and where that now
leads"-Gary Karkofsky a.k.a Merciless: The Supervillain without MercyTM has decided
to give up supervillainy and embrace the path of righteousness. Unfortunately,
he's terrible at it and no one wants him to be their superheroic protector. That all
changes when a talking raven arrives with the perfect quest to make his mark:
rescue the President's daughter from Dracula. Unfortunately, Gary is being led
into a trap. The location of Dracula's castle is in Satan Swamp, which is where
Gary suffered one of the few defeats of his life. There's also a camp full of
superpowered children, the return of alternate reality allies, a pair of psycho
killers in love, and an old enemy returned. Enjoy the latest installment of the
Supervillainy Saga!
The fate of the DC Universe is decided in a confrontation between Superman and
Dr. Manhattan in this concluding hardcover collecting Doomsday Clock #7-12!
With the Earth teetering on the brink of an international super-war, Black Adam
and his followers make their move! And while our heroes are busy elsewhere, Dr.
Manhattan has set his endgame into motion. The Doomsday Clock continues to
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tick toward midnight with the fate of the Multiverse hanging in the balance.
The next phase of the DC Universe begins here! Dark Knights: Death Metal
presented the darkest threats of the Multiverse. DC Future State revealed what
may lie ahead. Now it’s time to look into the Infinite Frontier of the current-day
DC Universe. In Gotham City, The Joker jolts citizens awake with an attack even
the Dark Knight never expected. In Brazil, a young woman discovers her destiny
and her connection to the Amazons. In Belle Reve, Amanda Waller plots an
invasion of Arkham Asylum. In the far reaches of space, Mongul dreams of
galactic domination, while the Green Lantern Corps hosts a summit of its greatest
enemies. At the Hall of Justice, the League joins forces with Black Adam. Beyond
the mortal world, Wonder Woman settles into a new role in the godsphere. And
somewhere in the DC Universe-it’s the return of Stargirl, in an all-new tale
written by Geoff Johns! This oversized, all-star issue kicks off the next great era
of storytelling and excitement as top writers and artists reveal what’s next for the
World’s Greatest Heroes and opens the door to some of the greatest stories of
2021.The next phase of the DC Universe begins here! Dark Knights: Death Metal
presented the darkest threats of the Multiverse. DC Future State revealed what
may lie ahead. Now it’s time to look into the Infinite Frontier of the current-day
DC Universe. In Gotham City, The Joker jolts citizens awake with an attack even
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the Dark Knight never expected. In Brazil, a young woman discovers her destiny
and her connection to the Amazons. In Belle Reve, Amanda Waller plots an
invasion of Arkham Asylum. In the far reaches of space, Mongul dreams of
galactic domination, while the Green Lantern Corps hosts a summit of its greatest
enemies. At the Hall of Justice, the League joins forces with Black Adam. Beyond
the mortal world, Wonder Woman settles into a new role in the godsphere. And
somewhere in the DC Universe-it’s the return of Stargirl, in an all-new tale
written by Geoff Johns! This oversized, all-star issue kicks off the next great era
of storytelling and excitement as top writers and artists reveal what’s next for the
World’s Greatest Heroes and opens the door to some of the greatest stories of
2021.
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